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ON MARXISM AND ANIMAL LIBERATION  
18 Theses 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Marxism and the liberation of animals are two things 

which, at first glance, do not seem to have much in 

common. Neither did the former make waves for being 

particularly animal-loving, nor are animal lovers known 

for taking up the cause of liberating the working class 

and the construction of a socialist society. 

 

Quite the opposite: Classical Marxism has little appeal to 

the predominantly autonomist-anarchist animal rights 

activists; it is regarded as an overly simplified theory and 

as an authoritarian ideology which has become obsolete 

with the end of actually existing socialism. Although the 

critique of capitalism and the labour movement‘s 

vocabulary (‗comrade,‘ ‗class‘) are regaining popularity 
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amongst the radical left, one nevertheless does not quite 

know what to make of traditional Marxists. Marxists are 

considered to be people who notoriously hate animals 

and only talk economy, and who are often indistin-

guishable from petty bourgeois philistines who do not 

want to forego their grilled sausages. 

 

Marxists, in turn, do not hold animal liberation activists 

in particularly high regard either: they are often seen as 

strange ascetics and bourgeois moralists who invest 

themselves in negligible causes instead of focusing on 

the key issues. They are expected to take part in actions 

and alliances for class struggle, but to leave their ‗animal 

craze‘ at the door. Many comrades break out in cold 

sweat when they ponder a society in which both humans 

and animals alike are liberated from exploitation and 

oppression, since it would mean giving up their meat and 

cheese. And anyway: Friedrich Engels already made fun 

of the ―Herren Vegetarianer‖ who underestimated the 

importance of meat consumption in the history of human 

civilization and who were, at best, utopian socialists. 

 

Nevertheless, we reject this opposition and believe that 

the historical materialist analysis and critique of society 

developed by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, the corre-
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sponding politics and the call to liberate animals from 

their socially produced suffering all necessarily belong 

together. On the one hand, demands for animal liberation 

are indeed moralist if they do not analyse the historically 

specific conditions in which the exploitation of animals 

is taking place and which social changes are necessary to 

end it. On the other hand, however, every Marxist 

critique of society remains incomplete if it does not 

consider the fact that, to make profits, the ruling classes 

have not only exploited the oppressed classes within the 

history of class struggle, but also and always animals 

(and nature). 

 

The exploitation of wage labourers on the one hand, and 

of animals on the other, may have qualitative differences 

in the way they have developed historically, and their 

relation to the means of productions also remains 

different today. In spite of all the differences, however, 

the working class and animals have a common history 

during which they have both faced the ruling class 

antagonistically as suffering, humiliated, oppressed and 

abandoned beings; the former as subjects, the latter as 

objects of liberation. Hence, we argue: the idea of animal 

liberation remains inconsistent when it repudiates the 

historical materialist critique of society. At the same 
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time, Marxism remains equally inconsistent when it 

refuses to acknowledge that today, the liberation of 

animals must be integral to contemporary Marxist theory 

and politics. Firstly, the current stage in the development 

of the productive forces not only makes such liberation 

possible, but indeed necessary. Secondly, everyone who 

aspires to create a world without socially produced and 

objectively preventable exploitation, domination and 

suffering is required to also acknowledge the suffering of 

animals and strive for its abolition. Isolated approaches 

to unite Marxism and animal liberation have already 

occurred in the history of the left and the labour 

movement. But these have not become widely accepted 

to date. The following theses explain why Marxists and 

animal liberationists should not be compelled into a 

forced marriage but rather unite in a bond for life. 
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WHY ANTI-SPECIESISM MUST BE MARXIST 

 

 

 

I.  

 

Modern, capitalist society recognises animals only as 

material carriers of value and as capital‘s means of 

production, as means of labour and subjects of labour 

which are supplied by nature for free – as long as no 

human labour is used to harness it. 

 

The executives in the meat industry, the heart of the 

animal exploitation complex, earn billions with the 

killing of animals. In Germany alone, record turnovers of 

up to 40 billion Euros per year are reached by slaugh-

tering more than 60 million pigs, 3.5 million cows and 

700 million chicken, ducks and geese annually. Even in 

Switzerland, the sales volume amounts to 10 billion 

Swiss francs. In circuses and zoos, ‗exotic‘ animals are 

usually kept under atrocious conditions to perform 

excruciating, stultifying show-acts. During hunts, they 

are killed for the mere amusement of mostly well-off 

huntsmen. In experiments, they serve as objects of re-
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search and labour, while the pet industry overbreeds and 

sells them off as toys. These conditions are horrific and 

brutal and anybody who witnesses them and who does 

not have a completely alienated relationship with the 

environment experiences at least some sort of empa-thy 

with the sentient beings when seeing them in their plight. 

 

As a consequence, a commitment to ending animal ex-

ploitation often begins with being appalled by the killing 

of animals on a massscale and by their ideological degra-

dation. At the same time, such a commitment may begin 

with an impulse of solidarity in search of an explanation 

for the exploitation and for a way to abolish it. Empathy 

with the suffering of animals then leads to a theoretical 

reflection on the relation between humans and animals 

and sparks the impulse to become active in the struggle 

for the liberation of animals. But how does this impulse 

manifest itself in practice? Let us look at the theory and 

practice of the current animal liberation movement. 

 

II.  

 

In a nutshell and somewhat simplified, the contemporary 

German-speaking animal rights and animal liberation 

movement is dominated by a politico-theoretical current 
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which the Marxist philosopher Marco Maurizi describes 

as ―metaphysical anti-speciesism.‖ It is composed of 

three main schools of thought: 

 

 Bourgeois moral philosophy in the tradition of 

Peter Singer, Richard Ryder, Tom Regan,  

Hilal Sezgin and others. 

 

 Liberal legal criticism, the figurehead of which 

was for a long time Gary Francione. Authors such 

as Will Kymlicka and Sue Donaldson have joined 

him recently. 
 

 Social liberal post-structuralist anti-authori-

tarianism, which relies on the thinking of  

Carol J. Adams, Donna Haraway, Birgit Mütherich, 

Jacques Derrida and others. 

 

Bourgeois anti-speciesist moral philosophy is predomi-

nant in a number of organizations and initiatives, such as 

PETA, which raise political demands for animal rights 

and animal welfare and appeal to consumers, the state 

and private institutions by means of petitions, lobbying, 

campaigns, offering expert consultancy and so forth. 
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Liberal legal critics form a theoretical and political  

bridge between moral philosophers and anti-authoritari-

anism. Depending on their interpretation and affinity to 

any of the two political theories, they may lean toward 

one or the other. This also explains to some degree the 

broad agreement in the animal welfare, animal rights and 

animal liberation movement that animal rights indeed are 

an aim to strive for. 

 

The social liberal post-structuralist-anti-speciesist anti-

authoritarianism makes its political appearance in forms 

of the extra-parliamentary left inspired by autonomism 

and anarchism respectively. Such autonomist anti-

speciesism represents the core of the abolitionist wing of 

the animal rights and the animal liberation movement. 

 
III.  

 
Bourgeois anti-speciesist moral philosophy deals with 

the question of why the suffering of animals is consid-

ered different from the suffering of humans, or, to be 

more precise: why such differences provide the moral 

basis for actions.  
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Accordingly, this current vets commonly accepted 

justifications for killing and utilizing animals – for 

example that animals do not reason and lack cognitive 

abilities, that animal suffering is different in kind and 

less grave than human suffering, and so on. Also, it 

reveals the inner contradictions in the arguments for 

killing and using animals by pointing out that not all 

animals lack cognitive skills, for instance, and that 

neither are all humans (of all ages, and so on) equally 

capable of performing cognitive tasks. Moreover, even 

within the human collective, forms of suffering are so 

different that we could thus hardly speak of a universal 

human suffering in opposition to a universal animal 

suffering. As a consequence of such inconsistencies, ad-

vocates of the anti-speciesist moral philosophy maintain 

that there are no justifiable reasons to make morally 

significant distinctions between human and animal suf-

fering. Accordingly, they ask why such distinctions are 

made in practice nevertheless. Their answer: because 

human society is permeated by speciesism, that is, the 

ideological assumption that the human species is supe-

rior. The argument is that just like racism or sexism, 

speciesism establishes normative boundaries that cannot 

be justified and thus lacks any actual foundation. Instead, 

according to Singer, speciesism, defined as ―a prejudice 
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or attitude of bias in favour of the interests of members 

of one‘s own species and against those of members of 

other species,‖ is the reason for the ―discrimination‖ 

against animals. 

 

The merits of such a moral philosophy are that speciesist 

ideology is confronted with its own untenable claims. 

However, bourgeois anti-speciesist moral philosophy has 

numerous problems of its own: strictly speaking, it does 

not explain why animals are being exploited, why they 

are being made objects of economic utilization; rather, it 

explains how the different treatment of animals and 

humans is legitimized and shrouded under current social 

circumstances. This is an important distinction. There-

fore, bourgeois moral philosophy can tell us which form 

of thought justifies that humans are not killed in abattoirs 

and why in the case of animals the slaughtering is not 

eliminated, for example. Yet it cannot contribute any-

thing of substance on the origin and function of animal 

exploitation or, more specifically, explain both the abat-

toir as an industrialised business and for what purpose 

the animals are killed in it. Instead, it reduces all these 

questions to abstract, individual acts, views and practices 

that are treated in complete isolation from the func-

tioning of capitalist society. Moreover, such moral 
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philosophy is ahistorical: its subject matter is speciesist 

ideology of the bourgeois society within the here and 

now. It is interested in the history of human-animal 

relations only in terms of the history of ideology, if at 

all; it can tell us nothing about the social origin and the 

genesis of speciesist ideology. 

 

IV. 

 

Liberal animal rights theory primarily attempts to 

explain why animals, in contrast to humans, do not have 

civil liberties, why they are treated as objects but not as 

subjects of law. Its answer is essentially tautological: 

because animals are defined by law as property. Follow-

ing this line of argument, because animals are norma-

tively determined as human property, every serious con-

flict of interest between the species then leads to the 

defeat of non-human creatures. The status of animals as 

property then prepares the way for the institutionalized 

exploitation of animals. Depending on the respective 

politico-scientific reading, the problem is accordingly 

the absence of either negative or positive basic rights 

analogous to human rights. Advocates of this theory 

conclude that current law is based on a moral prejudice 

that privileges humans over animals, much in the same 
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way as whites had once been favoured over black slaves. 

The theory of law thus excludes animals from being 

subjects of rights by definition. 

 

The criticism of the judicial fact that animals are legally 

considered to be ‗things‘ and/or ‗property‘ of natural or 

legal persons has not lost any validity today. However, 

legal norms neither self-evidentially explain nor have 

they or the theory of law established the exploitation of 

animals. Animals are not just private property because 

the law says so or because jurists presume them to be. 

Private ownership (of the means of production) is 

constitutional because the law is the legal expression of 

bourgeois relations of production and exchange. In the 

course of class struggle, the ruling class has degraded 

nature in general and animals in particular to a means of 

production at their disposal, secured such hierarchy 

juristically and stipulated it as universally applicable. For 

that reason, it is lawful today for man to treat the animal 

as their property. Legal norms allow the exploitation of 

animals because they are bourgeois, not just because 

they are speciesist. 

 

However, there are instances in which animal rights 

theorists have also contributed to focus the analytic per-
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spective despite the legalistic and anti-speciesist mysti-

fications immanent to their positions. In particular, 

among the irrevocable achievements of the anti-

speciesist legal criticism is that it highlights how the ju-

ristic status quo enables an economically more efficient 

exploitation of animals and how it fosters the required 

political compliance of civil society at the same time – in 

other words, that the actually existing animal welfare 

law therefore secures rather than prevents the exploita-

tion and oppression of animals. 

 

Yet it weighs all the heavier, then, that animal rights 

theory is subservient to bourgeois illusions about state 

and law. Animal rights theorists sever the connection 

between capitalist economy on the one hand and the 

bourgeois form of state and its legal form on the other, 

and even propagate the latter as a positive frame of refer-

ence for progressive politics. Certainly, it is legitimate, 

insofar as it is possible, to enlist federal institutions and 

laws as tools in the fight against the animal industry. 

However, the demand to turn animals into citizens or 

similar subjects of rights is an ideological one. This is 

especially true against the background that, even among 

humans, state and law do not guarantee but undermine 

liberty, equality and fraternity. 
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V.  

 

The post-structuralist-anti-speciesist critique of power 

proceeds in much the same way as the bourgeois moral 

philosophy, but radicalizes the ethical consideration of 

human-animal relations. It asks primarily how the animal 

was introduced to the world as a social construct and 

holds that this construct is continuously reproduced 

through, for example, religious, literary or journalistic 

publications and those of the natural and social sciences 

– from the bible through Descartes to Kant. Speciesism, 

it claims in unison, is the result of a dualist construction 

of society and nature, ―the large occidental discourse‖ 

(Coetzee) of the human and the animal. Furthermore, 

advocates of this current highlight that while all those 

characteristics that had been somehow beneficial to the 

progress of human civilization – reason, science, will, 

rationality and so forth – are ascribed to society, whereas 

the side of nature is identified with everything that has 

been superseded and left behind by this process – 

spirituality, drives, affectivity, magic and so on. Accord-

ing to this interpretation, such a dualist construction 

continues within the relation between humans and 

animals: humans are constructed as reasonable, rational 

and analysing subjects, which are raised above animals 
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who are constructed as unreasonable creatures of nature 

controlled by their drives and affects. Arguing by means 

of this dualism is the foundation of the post-structuralist-

anti-speciesist critique of power to explain the political 

dominance of humans over animals, the control of the 

former over the latter as well as the latter's exclusion 

from democracy.  

 

In its proceeding, the post-structuralist-anti-speciesist 

approach differs little from that of anti-authoritarian 

feminists and anti-racists, who examine forms of sexist 

and racist practices in similar ways. According to this 

perspective, sexism exists because the woman is con-

structed as an emotional creature driven by affects and 

requiring protection, whereas the man is constructed as 

being rational and ‗cool headed,‘ strong-minded and able 

to assert himself; the root of racism, in turn, is the con-

struction of the other, for instance peoples and religions 

degraded as primitive in contrast to the superior Western 

nations. 

 

The radicalness of the anti-speciesist critique of power 

amounts to showing the duality residing in speciesist 

ideology, to calling this duality out as an instrument of 

political domination and to reject passing off the struggle 
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against one ideology as more important than fights 

against other ideologies. For this reason, autonomist 

anti-speciesists oppose animal exploitation with the same 

conviction that they oppose sexism, racism, homophobia 

and other social mechanisms of exclusion which belie 

any promise of bourgeois emancipation. This is also why 

the unity-of-oppression approach – known in its current 

form as intersectionality or total liberation – is so 

popular among them. 

 

In purely analytic terms, many observations of anti-

authoritarian anti-speciesism are correct. The problem is 

that they deliver mere descriptions of the dominant dis-

course on human-animal relations and other forms of 

oppression, but no explanation as to why the human-

animal relation is the way it is, and why the criticized 

discourse is so predominant. A post-structuralist-anti-

authoritarian anti-speciesism can elucidate the character 

of the dualism of human and animal in bourgeois 

ideology, that is, how it is present as an ideological form 

of thinking in discourses that are called upon; it cannot, 

however, determine the origin or the function of this 

ideology. It offers no explanation for what exactly 

created the ideological dualism of the human and the 

animal and what mediates it. Whenever anti-authori-
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tarian anti-speciesists allude to this point, their analysis 

becomes woolly. For this reason, it remains phenomeno-

logical, in the end purely formal and, above all, idealist, 

as it considers mere (wrong) thinking to be the engine of 

history. What is more: The unity-of-oppression approach 

confuses the question of the qualitative interrelation 

between different types of oppression and their genesis 

with their political-normative assessment. Ultimately, it 

is capable only of tautological patterns of explanation: 

Speciesism hence arises from speciesist discourse. His-

torical materialist theories are mostly taboo. The ques-

tion of the inner and functional correlation between 

bourgeois relations of production and racist ideology, for 

example, is confused with the question of whether 

capitalism as a mode of oppression is normatively worse 

than racism or more important an issue – or vice versa. 

Thus, already the attempt at analysis is rejected.  

 

VI. 

 

We can thus establish: both anti-speciesist moral philos-

ophy, and its more radicalised version, anti-authoritarian 

anti-speciesism, as well as the liberal legal criticism 

offer no useful explanations for the exploitation of 

animals and its ideological concealment. They can de-
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scribe speciesist ideology and legal norms in detail, 

determine their parallels and commonalities with other 

similarly structured ideologies and norms and also high-

light inner contradictions within these ideologies and 

laws. They cannot tell us, however, how ideological 

thinking about animals or their status as property came 

into the world and why in bourgeois capitalist society 

animal exploitation took on precisely the highly techno-

logical, industrialised form which it currently has. In 

short: they do not help us understand why, in whose 

interest and how exactly animals are exploited in 

capitalist society. 

 

Such theoretical deficiencies yield immediate conse-

quences for political praxis: all three approaches deal 

exclusively with the inner functionality of speciesist 

reasoning. Accordingly, every form of animal exploi-

tation appears to them as the result of speciesist con-

sciousness – for them the political practice directed at 

liberating animals is also primarily a question of ade-

quate thinking, moral comport and legal norms. The 

circle of friends, the butcher, the producer of meat, the 

animal testing laboratory and its lobbyists – according to 

those schools, they all must cast off their speciesist 

thinking for animals to be freed. Social praxis is here 
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above all a question of social consciousness, which is the 

sum of the consciousnesses of all its separate indivi-

duals. Animal exploitation and animal liberation are 

reduced to a philosophical, epistemological, at best theo-

retical judicial problem. Moral philosophers, theorists of 

law and anti-authoritarian-anti-speciesists neither really 

explain that those who profit from the exploitation of 

animals have a strong interest in perpetuating current 

forms of animal exploitation, nor do they explain why 

they have this interest. 

 

VII. 

 

Here is precisely where Marxism comes into play. The 

early writings by Marx and Engels discuss the relation of 

being and consciousness, of nature and society and also 

of humans and animals. Marx and Engels pose the ques-

tion in what way historically specific forms of cognition 

and consciousness interrelate with the way in which 

society is organized – in other words, the question of the 

element of mediation between being and consciousness. 

Their answer, grossly simplified: through social labour 

in the respective historically specific relations of produc-

tion, humans produce by way of their material existence 

their own consciousness as well as the conditions by 
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which this consciousness can and has to change. It is 

social labour – the active alteration of pre-existing 

conditions – which molds both nature and the 

functionality of society, while also creating the basis for 

the understanding of both. Hence, Marx and Engels say: 

we must look at what produces the supposed dualism 

between being and consciousness, between society and 

nature, what mediates and influences it, what constitutes 

the inner relation between humans, society and nature – 

and this something is social labour in its respective 

historically specific form. Therefore, the contradiction 

between society on the one hand, and animals and nature 

on the other does not simply develop in people‘s minds: 

capitalism as a historically specific form of organizing 

social labour produces this contradiction constantly 

anew: within the capitalist process of production, ani-

mals and nature quite literally become a mere resource to 

exploit. 

 

This way of understanding the relation between humans, 

society and nature is historical materialist. It is a mate-

rialist perspective, because it assumes that social exist-

ence forms the basis for consciousness; and its materi-

alism is historical, because it does not consider existence 

as fixed and invariable but understands it as existence 
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that is produced socially by humans themselves. There 

also exists an unhistorical materialism, from which Marx 

and Engels disassociated themselves forcefully. The 

relation between being and consciousness is not a deter-

ministic one in the sense of a simple schematism, as 

Engels emphasizes: ―The economic situation is the basis, 

but the various factors of the superstructure — political 

forms of the class struggle and its consequences, namely 

constitutions set up by the ruling class after a victorious 

battle, etc., forms of law and the reflections of all these 

real struggles in the minds of the participants, i.e. 

political, philosophical and legal theories, religious 

views and their expansion of the same into dogmatic 

systems — all these factors also have a bearing on the 

course of the historical struggles of which, in many cases 

they largely determine the form. It is in the interaction of 

all these factors and amidst an unending multitude of 

fortuities […] that the economic trend ultimately asserts 

itself as something inevitable.‖  

 
VIII. 

 
If we want to explain, criticize and abolish the 

exploitation of animals, rather than deal exclusively with 
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the patterns of its legitimization, we must rely on the 

tools of historical materialism. 

 

In one of their most important texts for this endeavour, 

The German Ideology, Marx and Engels show how 

humans step by step worked their way out of nature by 

repressing both inner and outer nature, how they learned 

to use and subjugate nature and how thereby humans 

produced the difference between nature and society 

themselves. According to this analysis, humans produced 

and domesticated themselves by learning to dominate 

external and their inner nature through labour. Marx and 

Engels highlight that humans were originally animals – 

and that they also remain such. However, through social 

labour, through the social development of production 

and distribution and through their socio-historical evolu-

tion humans attained a gradual difference from other 

animals. In Marx‘s and Engels‘ words: ―Men can be dis-

tinguished from animals by consciousness, by religion or 

anything else you like. They themselves begin to dis-

tinguish themselves from animals as soon as they begin 

to produce their means of subsistence, a step which is 

conditioned by their physical organization. By producing 

their means of subsistence men are indirectly producing 

their material life.‖ At the same time, it would not occur 
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to Marx and Engels to ―dispute the ability of animals to 

act in a planned, premediated fashion,‖ as Engels writes 

in Dialectics of Nature, ―but all the planned action of all 

animals has never succeeded in impressing the stamp of 

their will upon the earth.‖ Humans, creatures of nature, 

who have to satisfy natural needs such as food, drink and 

so forth, hence do not differ categorically but gradually 

from animals, and this gradual difference is the result of 

their own politic-economic social praxis. 

 

IX. 

 

Therefore, historical materialism provides a fruitful 

approach to explain the history and development of 

human-animal relations: they are the result of a process 

of civilization in which humans have worked their way 

out of nature through social labour and have thereby 

produced the difference from non-human animals them-

selves. Unlike post-structuralist anti-speciesism, for ex-

ample, historical materialism can not only describe the 

dualism between humans and animals but also explain it. 

Furthermore, it can identify social labour as the element 

through which this dualism is constantly reproduced in 

practice. It follows that the ideological perceptions of 

animals are not mere figments of imagination but are 
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also actually true, in so far as they have a real material 

foundation. Speciesist thinking about animals hence is 

not the basis of animal exploitation, but rather the latter‘s 

ideological reflex. Marco Maurizi got to the heart of this: 

―We do not exploit animals because we deem them to be 

inferior, rather, we deem animals to be inferior because 

we exploit them.‖ Yet from this also follows that we 

have to determine the historically specific forms this 

relation is organised in. After all, there is no universal 

social labour that propels the process of civilization, but 

always only social labour in historically particular forms 

of organization. 

 
X. 

 
It is not just the politico-economic relations of current 

capitalist society that brought about classes that confront 

each other antagonistically, but also the preceding rela-

tions. The conflict between the classes, which results 

from their opposing interests, remains history‘s engine to 

this day. Accordingly, the Manifesto of the Communist 

Party states: ―The history of all hitherto existing society 

is the history of class struggles.‖ 
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Within contemporary bourgeois-capitalist class society, 

the organization of social labour rests basically upon two 

social relations: the organization of labour by way of the 

market – labour is a commodity – and class relations: 

workers and capitalists confront each other in the process 

of production. Capitalists own the means of production 

(or the necessary capital for their acquisition), they thus 

buy instruments of labour, subjects of labour and labour 

force (the latter offered by the wage labourers who have 

nothing else to sell) and deploy them in the production 

process. The product re-assumes the form of commodity, 

which is sold for profit. However, this profit, the 

accumulation of which is the reason and purpose of capi-

talist production, does not just fall from the sky. It can be 

obtained only by exploiting the workers: they work 

beyond the point at which they have produced a value 

equivalent to their wage; they thereby produce a surplus 

that is not at their own but at the capitalists‘ disposal. 

Capitalists, writes Marx in the third volume of Capital, 

build ―a veritable freemason society vis-à-vis the whole 

working class.‖ 

 

Therefore, given that there are both exploiters and 

exploited in capitalist society, it is not the whole human 

species who exploits animals. Instead, the exploitation of 
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animals and wage labourers first and foremost takes 

place following the interests and under the direction of 

the ruling class. Of course, the exploitation of animals 

and the exploitation of wage labourers differ qualita-

tively, and the latter do not necessarily act in solidarity 

with animals just because they are also being oppressed 

and exploited. Workers in abattoirs even kill animals. 

But capitalist relations of production do not only rest 

upon an antagonism between capitalists and the working 

class, but also between the ruling class and nature as 

well as animals. The former conducts the industrially 

organised exploitation of animals and profits substan-

tially from it. Accordingly, as Marx writes, ―The view of 

nature attained under the domination of private property 

and money is a real contempt for and practical debase-

ment of, nature.‖ This of course includes animals. To 

answer the question why not only workers are exploited 

under capitalism but also animals – if in a particular 

qualitatively different way – one must examine the 

position and function that animals inherit in this form of 

organizing social labour, and hence the specific capitalist 

form of animal exploitation. 
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XI. 

 

Animals do not immediately take part in the social re-

lations that are characteristic for capitalism as active in-

dividuals – they do not purchase or sell anything on the 

market, not even their labour: when they expend labour 

in the process of production they do not receive wages in 

return. Accordingly, animals do not produce surplus 

value and are not part of the working class. Their exploi-

tation corresponds to what Marx describes as exploita-

tion of nature: by virtue of bourgeois property rights and 

the economic power at their disposal, the capitalists 

make a profit from the ruinous dealing with animals and 

nature. This is not exploitation in the sense of the labour 

theory of value. Yet Marx also does not limit the notion 

of exploitation to the production of surplus value. And 

he certainly does not conclude from the observation that 

slaves also do not produce surplus value that they are not 

exploited. 

 

Since they cannot resist in an organized manner, animals 

are appropriated just like other natural materials as freely 

available means of production, that is, as instruments of 

labour (as though they were machines for the production 

of eggs, milk, meat and so forth) and subjects of labour 
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(leather, meat for further processing and so on). Wage 

labourers perform the oftentimes violent appropriation in 

practice. They execute, under capital‘s command, the 

production of surplus value, which in the animal industry 

encompasses killing and milking as well as performing 

vivisections and suchlike more. The products that are 

produced by animals or which they themselves are, are 

processed further by wage labourers and are finally sold 

as commodities. The production of profits hence rests 

not only upon the exploitation of wage labourers, but 

also on that of animals in particular and of nature in 

general. For the purpose of maximizing the profits that 

are realized through the exploitation of animals, capital-

ists are striving to integrate animals into the process of 

production as efficiently as possible. Efficiently also 

means: by abstracting from their qualities, among which 

is their ability to suffer. 

 

XII. 

 

From all this follows for us that only a historical 

materialist anti-speciesism proves capable of compre-

hensively explaining and analysing human-animal 

relations, which upon closer inspection reveal them-

selves today as relations of exploitation and domination 
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between capital on the one hand and the proletariat, 

animals and nature on the other. A historical materialist 

anti-speciesism opens up new perspectives for the 

analysis and critique of bourgeois class society, and it 

identifies areas in which the capitalist order proves 

vulnerable and which need to be targeted in order to 

liberate animals from exploitation. 

 

Indeed, one cannot conclude from the critique of 

political economy that animals would automatically be 

liberated within a socialist or communist society. Yet, 

the struggle against the rule of capital and its expropri-

ation are necessary preconditions in order to enable 

people to collectively cast the decision: we will liberate 

the animals! 

 

As long as the relation of capital persists and with it the 

control of the ruling class over what is produced, as well 

as how and by what means, capital will appropriate 

nature and incorporate everything into the process of 

valorisation from which one cannot save oneself or take 

a stand against.  
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WHY MARXISM MUST BE ANTI-SPECIESIST 

 

 

 
XIII. 

 

For Marxists, much of what has been said so far is not 

new. Historical materialism and the Marxian critique of 

political economy are after all the guiding principle of 

their economic and political analyses. They could there-

fore shrug their shoulders and tell the animal libera-

tionists: well spotted, now stop with the moralizing and 

start fighting capitalism with us. And they would have 

good reasons for this! 

 

We think, however: If one is serious about historical ma-

terialism, then one must acknowledge that humans and 

animals do not only have a shared history. Above all, the 

oppressed, exploited classes and animals have the same 

enemy, who profits from and is responsible for their ex-

ploitation while also organizing – in different ways – 

their oppression: the ruling class. In addition, Marxists 

need to recognize that due to its damaging social and 
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ecological effects the current extent of animal production 

is objectively irrational and obstructs social progress.  

 

XIV. 

 

The current level of the development of productive 

forces does not just allow us to think about resolving the 

socially produced suffering of animals and to pose the 

question of including them in the struggle for liberation. 

A glance at the carbon footprint of the meat industry or 

its mindless consumption of natural resources also high-

lights the urgent necessity to develop a Marxist position 

on the social dealing with animals. The contradiction be-

tween capitalism and nature has reached a scale today 

that threatens the principal survival of the human species 

– to which industrialised animal production makes a 

significant contribution.  

 

Today, the exploitation of animals is not only objectively 

unnecessary, but irrational and counter-progressive. It 

causes excessive and ever-growing consumption of re-

sources such as water and soy, which are not used for 

meaningful purposes but are deployed in the production 

of meat, milk and eggs, and which are not at all ration-

ally distributed. The ecological damages caused by clear-
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ing rain forests, by monoculture cultivation or by the 

pollution of water are already partially irreversible. 

Therefore, whoever believes that they can ignore the 

production of meat or even transpose it into a socialist 

operation, is taken in by the naïve and romanticized im-

age of industrialized food production that the capital 

lobby groups are promoting. The conversion of the food 

and meat industry into ecologically sustainable, vegan 

and socially planned production, in contrast, would be a 

timely socialist demand. 

 

It is well-known that the utilization and consumption of 

animals plays an important part in the history of human 

civilization. This, however, does not warrant its contin-

uation to the present day: today‘s productive forces do 

not only permit sympathy for the suffering of animals, 

but they also make it possible and necessary to restruc-

ture the relations of production accordingly. And, as the 

present theses in this paper ought to prove, Marxists 

have no reasonable cause not to do so. 

 

The fact that the technological potential of developed 

capitalism enables historical progress should not hide the 

fact that this potential also allows for capacious destruc-

tion: it contains the possibility for liberation and at the 
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same time for total reification, disregard and annihilation 

of life. If modern productive forces shall no longer be 

destructive forces but means for the unfolding of prog-

ress and well-being, those who have a mutual interest in 

this must join forces. They need to change the social 

relations, so that the productive forces are no longer 

deployed for the profit of few, but instead be developed 

and applied for the benefit of all. That is why we say: 

Marxists and animal liberationists should join forces in 

their struggle for a revolutionary, truly civilizing project 

– the liberation of humans, animals and nature. 

 
XV. 

 
In contrast to idealist conceptions of history, historical 

materialists assume that not ideas, but class struggles are 

the engine of human history. This struggle is based on 

the fact that within class societies the interests of classes 

which antagonistically oppose each other can never be 

reconciled – the antagonism can merely be disguised, or, 

rather, be suppressed by way of ideological mechanisms, 

religion, politics, law and so on. The ruling class is at 

pains to assure as much, for example by imposing their 

ideas as the dominant ideas. 
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Just as there are qualitative differences in the functions 

animals and wage labourers have within the process of 

production and in the process of their exploitation, the 

role animals inherit in the struggle against the ruling 

class is also different from that of the wage labourers. 

Wage labourers can organize to defend themselves, plan 

strikes and demonstrations or think about a liberated 

society. Above all, however, in contradistinction to ani-

mals, they can analyse the social conditions under which 

they are being exploited and dominated and, conse-

quently, derive concrete measures to organize their own 

liberation. For this reason, the working class can be the 

subject of its own liberation. Animals, in contrast, can 

only be objects of liberation. 

 

When it comes to the question of animal liberation, 

traditional Marxists often bring up this difference be-

tween wage labourers and animals. They argue that no 

historical necessity for the liberation of animals can be 

deduced from a systematically reflected social analysis. 

This is correct: when it comes to its implementation, ani-

mal liberation is essentially a politico-economic question 

– its necessity cannot be derived immediately from an 

analysis of capital. Yet the situation with regard to 

abolishing wage slavery is not significantly different. As 
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a historical necessity, organized class struggle from 

below can neither be deduced from the analysis of 

capital relations and the realization that class struggle is 

the driving force of history. It also only exists if and 

when wage labourers politically decide to take it up. 

 

Revolutionary Marxists not only analyse the modern 

mode of production. They also make the political deci-

sion to fight against their subjugation to capital based on 

their experiences, their suffering, their consciousness 

that they have of capitalist exploitation and their know-

ledge of the ―material conditions, which alone can form 

the real basis of a higher form of society, a society in 

which the full and free development of every individual 

forms the ruling principle,‖ as Marx writes. 

 

Whoever has accepted that liberation is necessary (at all) 

to end socially produced suffering and exploitation has 

no reason – other than an ideological one – to exclude 

animals from this endeavour. The analysis of capital 

relations as central relations of exploitation and domi-

nation in today‘s society shows that the production of 

capitalist profits is not solely based upon the exploitation 

of wage labourers, but also upon the exploitation of 

animals (and nature in general). Capitalist production, in 
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which the interaction between society and nature is 

organized in order to maximize profits, simultaneously 

saps the original sources of all wealth: ―the soil and the 

labourer‖ (Marx). An uncompromising struggle for the 

abolishment of this relation must therefore include the 

struggle for the liberation of animals and nature. 

 
XVI. 

 
Thus, once one has decided to fight for liberation, there 

is no reason why one undertakes everything to end 

socially produced suffering, while at the same time 

excluding animals from this goal (according to some 

Marxists this is even the case in communism). Indeed, 

despite all qualitative differences in the exploitation of 

wage labourers and animals: both humans and animals 

alike have the capacity to suffer – even though it 

constantly takes on different forms. It would be 

inconsistent and a product of false consciousness to set a 

clear and absolute distinction between humans and 

animals where this capacity is concerned, something 

which has remained their commonality in spite of the 

gradual differences that have been developed socio-

historically. 
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At this point, many Marxist comrades object saying that 

all the talk of suffering is moralism, and that morals 

cannot provide the foundation for a class conscious anti-

capitalist politics. After all, one cannot fight the bour-

geoisie with empathy or appeals to sympathy, but with 

an organization and a deliberate political line developed 

on the grounds of a concrete analysis of the concrete 

situation. And this is correct, but even so, they make two 

mistakes: they misjudge the historical materialist signif-

icance of suffering and confuse the genuine existence of 

morality with bourgeois moralism. 

 

The suffering we are writing about here is not an 

idealistic, but a historical materialist category. It is not a 

kind of suffering like lovesickness or toothache, but a 

suffering which is grounded necessarily in society‘s 

organization, in its relations of production, and accord-

ingly can and must be alleviated and potentially abol-

ished. The will to do precisely this is an essential propul-

sion of class struggle and solidarity – it is part and parcel 

of historical materialism‘s spark. To neglect the suffer-

ing in Marxist theory means accordingly to negate an 

important element of its foundation. 
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Even politics in the best Marxian sense is initially 

motivated by morals, for the simple reason that, as we 

have demonstrated, the suffering under (wage) slavery 

and exploitation is a catalyst of the search for possibil-

ities to abolish capitalism. The realization that the pro-

duction of exploitation, oppression, imperialism and 

suchlike is inherent to capitalism, or, in other words: that 

it spawns conditions under which we suffer, causes 

Marxists to analyse and criticize society and, on this 

basis, to do revolutionary politics.  

 

We can hence establish: Marxists are also driven by a 

moral impulse, which is essential for the decision to 

become politically active as well as to promote political 

messages. Yet they do not stop there. Rather, they realize 

the political and economic limitations of empathy and 

make the experience of suffering the starting point of a 

historical materialist analysis of society. Thereby, they 

derive the political necessity to organize themselves not 

exclusively from the exploiteds‘ collective experience of 

suffering, but from the understanding of the objective 

position wage labourers occupy in the social fabric – and 

which possibilities for a class struggle from below arise 

from this. 
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This is the difference between morality and moralism: 

revolutionary morals understand that a ―really human 

morality which stands above class antagonisms and 

above any recollection of them becomes possible only at 

a stage of society which has not only overcome class 

antagonisms but has even forgotten them in practical 

life‖ (Engels). 

 
XVII. 

 
As long as the class antagonism is not overcome, the 

alienation of workers from their product of labour, from 

themselves, from the social process of production and 

from nature will also persist. In the animal industry, such 

alienation needs to be extreme so that wage labourers are 

able to harm creatures capable of suffering in the process 

of production, to process them industrially, that is, to kill 

them. Within capitalist exploitation of animals, we lose 

the consciousness that we have an essential commonality 

with animals: that we, too, possess a tormentable body, 

and that ultimately to be a human also means to be an 

animal. The suppression of the inner nature of humans is 

both a condition and a consequence of the capitalist 

mode of organizing social labour at the same time. 
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XVIII. 

 

When taking all of this into account, then we also have 

to conclude: the very indignation we experience in the 

face of capitalism‘s brutality that drives us to a Marxist 

analysis of society and to resistance is the same one that 

animal liberationists experience in the face of the 

suffering of animals. The enemy of animals – capital – is 

also the enemy of humans. As a Marxist, as an anti-

capitalist, one must turn this impulse of solidarity into 

fuel for one‘s life, and understand and acknowledge the 

objective position of animals within the capitalist 

process of production, that is, that they belong to those 

oppressed creatures at whose expense the ruling class 

accumulates its wealth. The class struggle for the liber-

ation of animals is the struggle for the liberation of the 

proletariat. 
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